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INTRODUCTION
Using group collaboration and team assignments, our
library went through a process of trial and error to standardize
the library instruction curriculum for all undergraduate one-shot
classes. We organized a process where librarians joined
together in large (and later smaller) groups to review and decide
on standards, develop outcomes, and find or create sample
lessons and activities for instruction sessions. In doing so, we
moved from a disorganized system to a standard curriculum
based on Association of College and Research Libraries
(ACRL) standards with mutually-determined learning
objectives and three pre-defined class types (20-minute
introduction to library services, 50-minute introduction to
research, and 50-minute subject or resource specific
classes). Along the way we developed an “instruction tool kit”
to share information, and a process to consistently train all
instruction librarians.

INSTRUCTION AT KSU
Kennesaw State University (KSU), located in
Kennesaw, Georgia, is one of three comprehensive universities
in the state. The library instruction program in 2009 was like
many others—not much of a program at all. It was unstructured,
had no set curriculum, and was not being assessed. Instruction
librarians delivered 50-minute, one-shot sessions to any classes
that requested a librarian. Each librarian taught, or essentially
lectured, about whatever topics they (or the professor) chose,
and there was no assessment aside from counting the number of
classes taught and number of students in each session.
Teaching assignments were made based on willingness to teach
and some job descriptions. There was no training aside from
observing classes of other librarians, but even this was not
required. Like many other libraries, the instruction program at
KSU has gone through many phases in its history—from
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physical library tours to being required in all first-year seminars
to the standardized curriculum we have today.

INSTRUCTION COMMITTEE
The impetus for developing a comprehensive library
instruction program stemmed from the need to assess student
learning. Most university libraries are being challenged to show
how their activities are leading to improved recruitment,
retention, progression, and graduation (RRPG) of the student
population. The library instruction program is a key way that
libraries can assist in this effort (Mezick, 2015; Oakleaf, 2011).
However, it is very difficult to assess student learning without
a standardized curriculum or at least clear and appropriate
learning objectives for each class taught.
To begin the process of redesigning the instruction
program, the Instruction Coordinator formed a committee that
consisted of all teaching librarians. The committee was free to
develop its own goals and processes with the ultimate objective
of comprehensively assessing the instruction program and
showing how it furthers the university’s goal of increasing
RRPG. The Instruction Coordinator led the committee, but
everyone on the committee was involved in the process and was
encouraged to share their opinions, experiences, and
suggestions for improvements.

DEVELOPING LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After much discussion the committee determined that
the first goal would be to develop a standard set of learning
objectives to teach in the most popular, lower-level
undergraduate classes; the first-year seminar (KSU 1101); and
English composition classes (ENG 1101 and ENG 1102). To
prepare, a subcommittee met with faculty from the First-Year
and Transition Studies Department, the English Department,
and the Writing Center. The subcommittee wanted to
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investigate what skills students were lacking and what the
professors thought was most important to cover. In addition, the
subcommittee also conducted a focus group with students in
order to ask them directly what they felt should be taught in
library instruction classes.
Next, the Instruction Coordinator created a survey for
the instruction librarians to assist in the development of an
initial list of learning objectives. The survey contained a
number of objectives, standards, performance indicators, and
outcomes taken from a variety of sources. Some were
objectives for first year classes from other peer institutions;
others were taken from Christine Bruce’s (1997) book The
Seven Faces of Information Literacy. Most importantly, the
committee included the ACRL Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education (2000).
There were some duplicated objectives listed, but
duplication and repetition was intentional. The committee
wanted to determine the best way to write and describe each
learning objective. The librarians were asked to rank each
objective using a 1-5 scale, or a 0 if they felt the objective
should not be taught at all. The Instruction Coordinator then
put all of the answers in a spreadsheet and averaged the results.
She then culled the objectives down to only the highest-rated
objectives from the survey results. The committee then
grouped the objectives into similar categories, cut out
duplicated objectives, and re-worded the objectives into the best
representations for the final product.

TOOL KIT, OUTCOMES, AND DELIVERABLES
The next step was to create a tool kit that all of the
groups could use as a collaborative space and to facilitate
further discussion. Using a LibGuide, the Sturgis librarians
designed a space that all teaching librarians could access.
Located at http://libguides.kennesaw.edu/toolkit, the virtual
area eventually contained tabs for the three class types and
learning outcomes (both described below) as well as further
readings for those librarians who desired to delve deeper in the
instruction and information literacy literature. Once the tool kit
was live, the next step was to divide the librarians into teams
led by the three main instruction leaders. Each team was
amassed to include librarians of roughly equal teaching
experience.

•

Identify a specific information need and formulate
research questions in order to start researching.

•

Analyze topic and identify keywords, synonyms and
related terms for the information needed in order to
execute an effective and efficient search strategy.

•

Formulate and efficiently execute search strategies
appropriate for the topic and information resource in
order to find adequate sources.

•

Explore general information sources in order to
increase familiarity with the research topic.

The second broad category of outcomes was labeled
“Search.” This section was connected with the ACRL Standard
2 “The information literate student accesses needed information
effectively and efficiently” (ACRL, 2000, p. 9). Instruction
outcomes coupled with this category include:
•

Find information in a variety of source types in order
to satisfy the research need.

•

Refine the search strategy, if necessary, in order to find
more appropriate material for the assignment.

•

Locate books, periodical articles, and other resources
effectively in order to answer the research question.

The third broad category of outcomes was labeled
“Sources” and was associated with the ACRL Standard 4 “The
information literate student, individually or as a member of a
group, uses information effectively to accomplish a specific
purpose” (ACRL, 2000, p. 13). It included the outcomes:
•

Recognize the availability of information resources in
a variety of source types (e.g., primary or secondary,
popular or scholarly, current or historical, books or
periodicals, print or electronic) and understand their
characteristics in order to pick the most applicable
resources for the assignment.

•

Select and use appropriate print and electronic
research
materials
for
their
particular
assignment/discipline in order to use the most relevant
materials for the assignment.

After the process of deciding on specific outcomes
through the steps described above, they were grouped into
broad categories and loosely assigned to ACRL Information
Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education. Each
group of librarians led by an instruction team member was
assigned one of the categories.

The fourth broad category of outcomes described as
“Evaluation” lined up with the ACRL Standard 3 “The
information literate student evaluates information and its
sources critically and incorporates selected information into his
or her knowledge base and value system” (ACRL, 2000, p. 11).
Learning outcomes associated with this outcome include:

The first broad category of outcomes was labeled
“Information Need,” associated with the ACRL Standard 1
“The information literate student determines the nature and
extent of the information needed” (ACRL, 2000, p. 8).
Outcomes connected to this category include:

•
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Critically evaluate information using applicable
criteria such as relevancy, authority, accuracy,
objectivity, content, and currency in order to choose
appropriate material for the assignment.
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•

Evaluate information on the Internet in order to choose
suitable websites for the assignment.

The final category of outcomes was described as
“General” and, since they were Sturgis Library specific, they
did not correlate with ACRL standards. These outcomes were
most useful for KSU 1101 courses. The library-specific
outcomes included:
•

Learn about library services (chat, study rooms,
laptops, etc.) in order to use library resources.

•

Identify that help is available through contact with
reference librarians through a variety of methods in
order to receive additional help if needed.

Once the outcomes were determined, the librarians
created lesson plans that were meant to offer other librarians
easy ideas for activities, or “doables,” in the classes they might
be required to teach. Garnered from what the librarians already
used, instruction books, the Internet, colleagues at other
academic libraries, and even activities invented by librarians,
the tool kit was outfitted with many different lesson plans and
activities to facilitate creativity and outcome-based success.
Some of the librarians with little teaching experience could rely
heavily on the examples, and those who were more seasoned
could use templates to enhance their instruction sessions.
Simply, the tool kit lesson plans and activities were designed to
allow librarians to use them out of the box or to alter them to
their own specifications.

RESULTS
The core instruction librarians then reviewed the
standards and outcomes, and this resulted in developing three
types of undergraduate classes that would be offered as options
to the faculty: 20-minute introduction to library services, 50minute introduction to research, and 50-minute subject or
resource specific classes. The defined outcomes and
information to cover were given to instruction librarians, but it
was strongly emphasized that the method of how to teach and
deliver the content would be up to each librarian.
Why these three classes? The Sturgis Library had a
large demand from KSU 1101 classes for one-shot sessions.
The vast majority of these classes do not have research projects;
most of them have some type of reflective essays, career essays,
or presentations on something related to being a college student.
The instruction librarians decided a brief presentation on the
services the library offers would meet KSU 1101 students’
needs. Other groups on campus, such as the Writing Center,
have been doing short overviews of their services to KSU 1101
classes, so the new 20-minute library session complemented
those presentations. The two outcomes of these sessions consist
of making students aware of various library services in order to
use library resources and know that that help is available. Some
methods used to teach this class include making it into a game
such as Jeopardy, using Cephalonian Cards (Morgan & Davies,
2008), or creating a presentation using PowerPoint.
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The vast majority of requested instruction comes from
the ENG 1101 and ENG 1102 classes. The standards and
outcomes related to an introductory session on starting a
research project were organized under a class called
“Introduction to Research,” and it would be expected to last
fifty minutes. For this class, librarians teach about analyzing
and narrowing topics and identifying keywords, executing an
effective and efficient search strategy, reviewing source types,
and knowing how to get help. The curriculum for this class is
set, but each librarian decides how to instruct. The core
instructors do, though, encourage librarians to use active
learning components.
The last of the three classes is known as the “Subject
or Resource Specific” session. This class was created to address
the needs of other types of instruction requests, most likely from
upper-level subject classes. Examples include a business class
wanting a librarian to review specific marketing databases, a
nursing class focused on evidence-based research sources, or
giving advice on completing a literature review for senior
seminar classes. Although the content and outcomes may be
similar to the Introduction to Research class, the main
difference is that it is up to the librarian to work with the
professor of the class to determine what should be covered.

TRAINING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Once feedback was received from the working groups
and all were in agreement on the three types of sessions,
workshops were offered for all teaching librarians to get them
familiar with the new program and to demonstrate example
lessons of the different class types. The program was
implemented at the start of fall semester 2014. To start the
training, the three core instruction librarians offered sample
classes open to all librarians who would teach.
Librarians new to instruction (and even veterans) were
asked to observe and then team teach a class before receiving a
class to teach on their own. Again, active learning components
were encouraged, but the program allowed librarians to use
their preferred teaching style as long as they covered the
outcomes for the class. A balance was attempted between
standardization of learning outcomes and objectives and
respecting individual teaching styles and methods.
The toolkit was also updated to have sections on the
three types of classes with the stated outcomes and lists of
content to cover. Examples of lesson plans, worksheets, and
activities were made available under the appropriate headings.
Librarians reviewed the toolkit before developing their own
lesson plans.

CONCLUSION
This paper discussed how an instruction program was
developed through discussions with faculty, collaborative work
by the core instruction team and other librarians, and the
creation of a tool kit and training plan. Since the program was
implemented in fall semester 2014, instruction at the Sturgis
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Library has been much more focused and organized. There has
been minimal adjustment for some faculty used to the previous
system, but most of them were satisfied with the instruction the
librarians provided under the new program. Another issue faced
is that the Sturgis Library started an undergraduate liaison
initiative but did not include instruction as an expectation of
liaisons. This omission has led to internal debate on who is
responsible to teach subject-specific classes, and this issue is
still being discussed.
Moving forward, and with KSU’s consolidation with
Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU) in 2015, there is
a need to work with the SPSU instruction librarians to create an
instruction program that offers the same level of service on both
campuses. Also, the desire to assess instruction was one of the
main drivers of starting this project, and so an assessment plan
will need to be developed. Connected with assessment are
discussions on how KSU librarians may incorporate the new
ACRL Framework for Information Literacy for Higher
Education into the program. The need to continue and develop
more training efforts is being explored and has been requested
by many of the librarians. Finally, one of the team leaders in
developing this program, Eli Arnold, is now working at
Oglethorpe University and is planning to create a tool kit for
that campus.
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